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Abstract
In this paper we investigate a quantity called conditional entropy of
ordinal patterns, akin to the permutation entropy. The conditional
entropy of ordinal patterns describes the average diversity of the or-
dinal patterns succeeding a given ordinal pattern. We observe that
this quantity provides a good estimation of the Kolmogorov-Sinai en-
tropy in many cases. In particular, the conditional entropy of ordinal
patterns of a finite order coincides with the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy
for periodic dynamics and for Markov shifts over a binary alphabet.
Finally, the conditional entropy of ordinal patterns is computationally
simple and thus can be well applied to real-world data.
Keywords: Conditional entropy; Ordinal pattern; Kolmogorov-Sinai
entropy; Permutation entropy; Markov shift; Complexity.
1 Introduction
The question how can one quantify the complexity of a system often arises in
various fields of research. On the one hand, theoretical measures of complex-
ity like the Kolmogorov-Sinai (KS) entropy [1,2], the Lyapunov exponent [1]
and others are not easy to estimate from given data. On the other hand,
empirical measures of complexity often lack of a theoretical foundation, see
for instance the discussion of the renormalized entropy and its relationship
to the Kullback-Leibler entropy in [3–6]. Sometimes they are also not well
interpretable, for example, see [7] for a criticism of the approximate entropy
interpretability.
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One of possible approaches to measuring complexity is based on ordinal
pattern analysis [8–10]. In particular, the permutation entropy of some order
d can easily be estimated from the data and has a theoretical counterpart
(for order d tending to infinity), which is a justified measure of complexity.
However, in this paper we consider another ordinal-based quantity, the con-
ditional entropy of ordinal patterns. We show that for a finite order d in
many cases it is closer to the KS entropy than the permutation entropy.
The idea behind ordinal pattern analysis is to consider order relations
between values of time series instead of the values themselves. The original
time series is converted to a sequence of ordinal patterns of an order d, each
of them describing order relations between (d + 1) successive points of the
time series, as demonstrated in Figure 1 for order d = 3.
Figure 1: Ordinal patterns of order d = 3 for a periodic time series, four
patterns occur with period 4.
The more complex the underlying dynamical system is, the more di-
verse the ordinal patterns occurring for the time-series are. This diversity is
just what the permutation entropy measures. For example, in Figure 1 the
permutation entropy of order d = 3 is equal to 13 ln 4, since there are four
different ordinal patterns occurring with the same frequency. The permu-
tation entropy is robust to noise [9], computationally simple and fast [10].
For order d tending to infinity the permutation entropy is connected to the
central theoretical measure of complexity for dynamical systems: it is equal
to the KS entropy in the important particular case [11], and it is not lower
than the KS entropy in a more general case [12].
However, the permutation entropy of finite order d does not estimate the
KS entropy well, while being an interesting practical measure of complexity.
Even if the permutation entropy converges to the KS entropy as order d
tends to infinity, the permutation entropy of finite d can be either much
higher or much lower than the KS entropy (see Subsection 3.5 for details).
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Therefore we propose to consider the conditional entropy of ordinal pat-
terns of order d: as we demonstrate, in many cases it provides a much better
practical estimation of the KS entropy than the permutation entropy, while
having the same computational efficiency. The conditional entropy of ordinal
patterns characterizes the average diversity of ordinal patterns succeeding
a given one. For the example in Figure 1 the conditional entropy of ordi-
nal patterns of order d = 3 is equal to zero since for each ordinal pattern
only one successive ordinal pattern occurs (π9 is the only successive ordinal
pattern for π17, π3 is the only successive ordinal pattern for π9 and so on).
Let us motivate the discussion of the conditional entropy of ordinal pat-
terns by an example.
Example 1. Consider the family of logistic maps fr : [0, 1] ←֓ defined by
fr(x) = rx(1− x). For almost all r ∈ [0, 4] the KS entropy either coincides
with the Lyapunov exponent if it is positive or is equal to zero otherwise
(this holds by Pesin’s formula [13, Theorems 4, 6], due to the properties
of fr-invariant measures [14]). Note that the Lyapunov exponent for the
logistic map can be estimated rather accurately [15]. For the logistic maps
the permutation entropy of order d converges to the KS entropy as d tends
to infinity. However, Figure 2 shows that for r ∈ [3.5, 4] the permutation
entropy of order d = 9 is relatively far from the Lyapunov exponent in
comparison with the conditional entropy of ordinal patterns of the same
order (values of both entropies are numerically estimated from orbits of
length L = 4 · 106 of a ‘random point’ in [0, 1]).
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Figure 2: Empirical conditional entropy and permutation entropy in com-
parison with the Lyapunov exponent for logistic maps
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In this paper we demonstrate that under certain assumptions the condi-
tional entropy of ordinal patterns estimates the KS entropy better than the
permutation entropy (Theorem 1). Besides, we prove that for some dynam-
ical systems the conditional entropy of ordinal patterns for a finite order
d coincides with the KS entropy (Theorems 5, 6), while the permutation
entropy only asymptotically approaches the KS entropy.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we fix the notation, recall
the definition of the KS entropy and basic notions from ordinal pattern anal-
ysis. In Section 3 we introduce the conditional entropy of ordinal patterns
and show that in some cases it approaches the KS entropy faster than the
permutation entropy. Moreover, we prove that the conditional entropy of
ordinal patterns for finite order d coincides with the KS entropy for Markov
shifts over two symbols (Subsection 3.3) and for systems with periodic dy-
namics (Subsection 3.4). In Section 4 we consider the interrelation between
the conditional entropy of ordinal patterns, the permutation entropy and
the sorting entropy [8]. In Section 5 we observe some open question and
make a conclusion. Finally, in Section 6 we provide those proofs that are
mainly technical.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy
In this subsection we recall the definition of the KS entropy of a dynamical
system and define some related notions we will use further on. Throughout
the paper we use the same notation as in [16] and refer to this paper for a
brief introduction. For a general discussion and details we refer the reader
to [1, 17].
We focus on a measure-preserving dynamical system (Ω,B(Ω), µ, T ),
where Ω is a non-empty topological space, B(Ω) is the Borel sigma-algebra on
it, µ : B(Ω)→ [0, 1] is a probability measure, and T : Ω ←֓ is a B(Ω)-B(Ω)-
measurable µ-preserving map, i.e. µ(T−1(B)) = µ(B) for all B ∈ B(Ω).
The complexity of a system can be measured by considering a coarse-
grained description of it provided by symbolic dynamics. Given a finite
partition P = {P0, P1, . . . , Pl} ⊂ B(Ω) of Ω (below we consider only parti-
tions P ⊂ B(Ω) without mentioning this explicitly), one assigns to each set
Pa ∈ P the symbol a from the alphabet A = {0, 1, . . . , l}. Similarly, the
n-letter word a0a1 . . . an−1 is associated with the set Pa0a1...an−1 defined by
Pa0a1...an−1 = Pa0 ∩ T−1(Pa1) ∩ . . . ∩ T−◦(n−1)(Pan−1). (1)
Then the collection
Pn = {Pa0a1...an−1 | a0, a1, . . . , an−1 ∈ A} (2)
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forms a partition of Ω as well. The Shannon entropy, the entropy rate and
the Kolmogorov-Sinai (KS) entropy are respectively defined by (we use the
convention that 0 ln 0 := 0)
H(P) = −
∑
P∈P
µ(P ) lnµ(P ),
hµ(T,P) = lim
n→∞
(H(Pn+1)−H(Pn)) = lim
n→∞
H(Pn)
n
,
hµ(T ) = sup
P finite partition
hµ(T,P).
The latter quantity provides a theoretical measure of complexity for a dy-
namical system. In general, the determination of the KS entropy is compli-
cated, thus the estimation of the KS entropy (from real-world data as well)
is of interest.
2.2 Ordinal patterns, permutation entropy and sorting en-
tropy
Let us first recall the definitions of ordinal patterns and ordinal partitions.
For d ∈ N denote the set of permutations of {0, 1, . . . , d} by Πd.
Definition 1. We say that a real vector (x0, x1, . . . , xd) ∈ Rd+1 has the
ordinal pattern π = (r0, r1, . . . , rd) ∈ Πd of order d if
xr0 ≥ xr1 ≥ . . . ≥ xrd
and
rl−1 > rl for xrl−1 = xrl .
Definition 2. For N ∈ N, letX = (X1,X2, . . . ,XN ) be an R-valued random
vector on (Ω,B(Ω)). Then for d ∈ N the partition
PX(d) = {P(pi1,pi2,...,piN ) | πi ∈ Πd for i = 1, 2, . . . , N}
with
P(pi1,pi2,...,piN ) = {ω ∈ Ω | (Xi(T ◦d(ω)),Xi(T ◦d−1(ω)), . . . ,Xi(T (ω)),Xi(ω))
has the ordinal pattern πi for i = 1, 2, . . . , N}
is called the ordinal partition of order d with respect to T and X.
The permutation entropy of order d (with respect to X) and the sort-
ing entropy of order d (with respect to X), being ordinal-based complexity
measures for time series, are respectively given by
hXµ (T, d) =
1
d
H(PX(d)),
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hXµ,△(T, d) = H(PX(d+ 1))−H(PX(d))
(note that the original definitions in [8] were given for the case Ω ⊆ R
and X = id, where id is the identity map). The permutation entropy is
often defined just as H(PX(d)), but for us it is more convenient to use the
definition above. The sorting entropy represents the increase of diversity
of ordinal patterns as the order d increases by one. To see the physical
meaning of the permutation entropy let us rewrite it in the explicit form.
Given ΠNd = {pi = (π1, π2, . . . , πN ) | π1, π2, . . . , πN ∈ Πd}, we have
hXµ (T, d) = −
1
d
∑
pi∈ΠN
d
µ(Ppi) lnµ(Ppi),
that is the permutation entropy characterizes the diversity of ordinal pat-
terns pi divided by the order d.
In applications permutation and sorting entropy of order d can be es-
timated from a finite orbit of a dynamical system with certain properties.
Simple and natural estimators are the empirical permutation entropy and
the empirical sorting entropy, respectively. They are based on estimating
µ(P(pi1,pi2,...,piN )) by the empirical probabilities of observing (π1, π2, . . . , πN )
in the time series generated by X.
Finally, recall that the permutation and sorting entropy are related to
the KS entropy. For the case Ω ⊆ R, T being a piecewise strictly-monotone
interval map and X = id, Bandt et al. [11] proved that:
hµ(T ) = lim
d→∞
1
d
H(P id(d)).
Keller and Sinn [12, 18, 19] showed that in many cases (see [20] for recent
results) it holds:
hµ(T ) = lim
d→∞
hµ(T,PX(d)) = lim
d→∞
lim
n→∞
(
H(PX(d)n+1)−H(PX(d)n)
)
. (3)
Note that if (3) holds, then the permutation entropy and the sorting entropy
for d tending to infinity provide upper bounds for the KS entropy [12]:
lim
d→∞
hXµ (T, d) ≥ hµ(T ), lim
d→∞
hXµ,△(T, d) ≥ hµ(T ).
One may ask whether it is possible to get a better ordinal-based estimator
of the KS entropy using the representation (3). This question is discussed
in the next section.
3 Conditional entropy of ordinal patterns and its
relation to the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy
The conditional entropy of ordinal patterns of order d is defined by
hXµ,cond(T, d) = H(PX(d)2)−H(PX(d)). (4)
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It is the first element of the sequence((
H(PX(d)n+1)−H(PX(d)n)
))
n∈N
,
which provides the ordinal representation (3) of the KS entropy as both n
and d tend to infinity. For brevity we refer to hXµ,cond(T, d) as the ‘conditional
entropy’ when no confusion can arise.
To see the physical meaning of the conditional entropy recall that the
entropies of the partitions PX(d) and PX(d)2 are given by
H(PX(d)) = −
∑
pi∈ΠN
d
µ(Ppi) lnµ(Ppi),
H(PX(d)2) = −
∑
pi∈ΠN
d
∑
ξ∈ΠN
d
µ(Ppi ∩ T−1(Pξ)) ln µ(Ppi ∩ T−1(Pξ)).
Then we can rewrite the conditional entropy (4) as
hXµ,cond(T, d) = −
∑
pi∈ΠN
d
∑
ξ∈ΠN
d
µ(Ppi ∩ T−1(Pξ)) ln µ(Ppi ∩ T
−1(Pξ))
µ(Ppi)
.
If ω ∈ Ppi ∩T−1(Pξ) for some Ppi, Pξ ∈ PX(d) with pi = (π1, π2, . . . , πN ) and
ξ = (ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξN ), then we say that in ω the ordinal patterns ξ1, ξ2, . . . , ξN
are successors of the ordinal patterns π1, π2, . . . , πN , respectively. The con-
ditional entropy characterizes the diversity of successors of given ordinal
patterns pi, whereas the permutation entropy characterizes the diversity of
ordinal patterns pi themselves.
In the rest of the section we discuss the relationship between the condi-
tional entropy of ordinal patterns and the KS entropy.
3.1 Relationship in the general case
Statements (i) and (ii) of the following theorem imply that under the given
assumptions the conditional entropy of ordinal patterns bounds the KS en-
tropy better than the sorting entropy and the permutation entropy, respec-
tively.
Theorem 1. Let (Ω,B(Ω), µ, T ) be a measure-preserving dynamical system,
X be a random vector on (Ω,B(Ω)) such that (3) is satisfied. Then it holds
(i) hµ(T ) ≤ lim
d→∞
hXµ,cond(T, d) ≤ lim
d→∞
hXµ,△(T, d).
(ii) Moreover, if for some d0 ∈ N it holds
hXµ (T, d) ≥ hXµ (T, d+ 1) for all d ≥ d0, (5)
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or the limit of the sorting entropy
lim
d→∞
hXµ,△(T, d) exists, (6)
then it holds:
hµ(T ) ≤ lim
d→∞
hXµ,cond(T, d) ≤ lim
d→∞
hXµ,△(T, d) ≤ lim
d→∞
hXµ (T, d). (7)
The proof is given in Subsection 6.1. Note that both statements of
Theorem 1 remain correct if one replaces the upper limits by the lower
limits.
As a consequence of Theorem 1 we get the following result.
Corollary 2. If the assumption (3) and either of the assumptions (5) or
(6) are satisfied, then hµ(T ) = limd→∞ h
X
µ (T, d) yields
hµ(T ) = lim
d→∞
hXµ,cond(T, d).
This sheds some light on the behavior of the conditional entropy for the
logistic maps, described in Example 1. Nevertheless, it is not clear whether
the statements (5) or (6) hold, neither in the general case nor for the logistic
maps. Note that a sufficient condition for (6) is the monotone decrease of the
sorting entropy hXµ,△(T, d) with increasing d. However, the sorting entropy
and the permutation entropy do not necessarily decrease for all d.
Example 2. Consider the golden mean map Tgm : [0, 1] ←֓ defined by
Tgm(ω) =
{
ϕω, 0 ≤ ω ≤ 1
ϕ
,
ϕω − 1, 1
ϕ
< ω ≤ 1,
for ϕ = (
√
5 + 1)/2 being the golden ratio. The map Tgm preserves the
measure µgm [1] given by µgm(U) =
∫
U
p(ω)dω for all U ∈ B([0, 1]) and for
p(ω) =
{
ϕ3
1+ϕ2
, 0 ≤ ω ≤ 1
ϕ
,
ϕ2
1+ϕ2
, 1
ϕ
< ω ≤ 1.
The values of permutation, sorting and conditional entropies for the dy-
namical system ([0, 1],B([0, 1]), µgm, Tgm) estimated from the orbit of length
L = 4 · 106 are shown in Figure 3. Note that neither sorting nor permuta-
tion entropy is monotonically decreasing with increasing d. (The interesting
fact that for all d = 1, 2, . . . , 9 the conditional entropy and the KS entropy
coincide is explained in Subsection 3.3.)
The question when hXµ,△(T, d) or h
X
µ (T, d) decrease starting from some
d0 ∈ N is still open. For instance, for the logistic map with r = 4 our esti-
mated values of permutation entropy and sorting entropy decrease starting
from d = 7 and d = 4, respectively (see Figure 4). However, at this point
we do not have theoretical results in this direction.
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Figure 3: Conditional entropy, permutation entropy and sorting entropy in
comparison with the KS entropy for the golden mean map
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Figure 4: Empirical conditional entropy, permutation entropy and sorting
entropy in comparison with the KS entropy for the logistic map with r = 4
3.2 Markov property of ordinal partition
Computation of the KS entropy involves taking a supremum over all finite
partitions and is unfeasible in the general case. A possible solution is pro-
vided by the properties given in Definitions 3 and 4.
Definition 3. A finite partition G = {G0, G1, . . . , Gl} ⊂ B(Ω) of Ω is said
to be generating (under T ) if, given A the sigma-algebra generated by the
sets T−◦n(Gi) with i = 0, 1, . . . , l and n ∈ N0, for every B ∈ B(Ω) there
exists a set A ∈ A such that µ(A△B) = 0.
Definition 4. A finite partition M = {M0,M1, . . . ,Ml} ⊂ B(Ω) of Ω
has the Markov property with respect to T and µ if for all i0, i1, . . . , in ∈
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{0, 1, . . . , l} with n ∈ N and µ(Mi0 ∩ T−1(Mi1) ∩ . . . ∩ T−◦(n−1)(Min−1)) >
0 it holds
µ
(
Mi0 ∩ T−1(Mi1) ∩ . . . ∩ T−◦n(Min)
)
µ
(
Mi0 ∩ T−1(Mi1) ∩ . . . ∩ T−◦(n−1)(Min−1)
) = µ(Min−1∩ T−1(Min))
µ(Min−1)
. (8)
Originally in [21] a partition with property (8) was called Markov parti-
tion, but we use another term to avoid confusion with the topological notion
of Markov partition.
By the Kolmogorov-Sinai theorem (for details we refer to [2, Theo-
rem 4.17]), if G is a generating partition then it holds hµ(T ) = hµ(T,G).
Further, it is easy to show (see [17, Observation 6.2.10]) that for the parti-
tion M with the Markov property it holds
hµ(T,M) = H(M2)−H(M).
Therefore, if M is both generating and has the Markov property, then
hµ(T ) = H(M2)−H(M).
From the last two statements it follows the sufficient condition for the
coincidence between the conditional entropy and the KS entropy.
Lemma 3. Let (Ω,B(Ω), µ, T ) be a measure-preserving dynamical system,
X be an R-valued random vector on (Ω,B(Ω)) such that (3) is satisfied.
Then the following two statements hold:
(i) If PX(d) has the Markov property for all d ≥ d0 then
hµ(T ) = lim
d→∞
hXµ,cond(T, d).
(ii) If PX(d) is generating and has the Markov property for some d ∈ N
then
hµ(T ) = h
X
µ,cond(T, d). (9)
In general, it is complicated to verify that ordinal partitions are gener-
ating or have the Markov property; however in Subsection 3.3 this is done
for Markov shifts over two symbols.
3.3 Markov shifts
In this subsection we establish the equality of the conditional entropy of
order d and the KS entropy for the case of Markov shifts over two symbols.
First we recall the definition of the Markov shifts (see [17, Section 6] for
details), then we impose a natural restriction on the observables, state the
result and finally discuss some possible extensions.
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Definition 5. Let Q = (qij) be an (l+1)×(l+1) stochastic matrix and p =
(p0, p1, . . . , pl) be a stationary probability vector of Q with p0, p1, . . . , pl > 0.
Then a Markov shift is the dynamical system (AN,BΠ(A
N),m, σ), where
• AN is the space of one-sided sequences over A = {0, 1, . . . , l},
• BΠ(AN) is the Borel sigma-algebra generated by the cylinder sets
Ca0a1...an−1 given by
Ca0a1...an−1 = {(s0, s1, . . .) ∈ AN | s0 = a0, s1 = a1, . . . , sn−1 = an−1},
• σ : AN ←֓ such that (σs)j = sj+1 for all j ∈ N0 and s = (s0, s1, . . .) ∈
AN is a shift map,
• m is a Markov measure on AN, defined on the cylinder sets Ca0a1...an−1
by
m
(
Ca0a1...an−1
)
= pa0qa0a1qa1a2 · · · qan−2an−1 .
In the particular case when q0a = q1a = . . . = qla = pa for all a ∈ A, the
measure mB defined as follows is said to be a Bernoulli measure:
mB
(
Ca0a1...an−1
)
= pa0pa1 · · · pan−1 .
The system (AN,BΠ(A
N),mB , σ) is then called a Bernoulli shift. We use
this concept below for illustration purposes.
The natural order on the set of sequences is the lexicographic order
defined as follows: for r = (r0, r1, . . .), s = (s0, s1, . . .) ∈ AN the inequality
r ≺ s holds iff r0 < s0 or there exists some k ∈ N with ri = si for i =
0, 1, . . . , k − 1 and rk < sk. However, we prefer to be consistent in using
the concept of ordinal patterns and to keep working with the usual order
on observables instead of considering particular orders on different spaces.
Thus, to introduce the ordinal partition for Markov shifts, we impose a
restriction on the observables on AN.
Definition 6. Let us say that the observable X : AN → R is lexicographic-
like if for almost all s ∈ AN it is injective and if for all s ∈ AN and m,n ∈ N0
the inequality X(σ◦ms) ≤ X(σ◦ns) holds iff σ◦ms  σ◦ns.
In other words, the fact that an observable X is lexicographic-like means
that an X induces the natural order relation on AN. A simple example of
such X is provided by considering s ∈ AN as (l+1)-expansions of a number
in [0, 1):
Xexpans((s0, s1, . . .)) =
∞∑
j=0
(
1
l + 1
)j+1
sj.
Note that since a lexicographic-like X is injective for almost all s ∈ AN, it
provides the ordinal representation (3) of the KS entropy (see [12]).
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Recall that the dynamical system (Ω,B(Ω), µ, T ) is ergodic if for every
B ∈ B(Ω) with T−1B = B it holds either µ(B) = 0 or µ(B) = 1. In
Subsection 6.4 we prove the following statement.
Lemma 4. Let ({0, 1}N,BΠ(0, 1N),m, σ) be an ergodic Markov shift over
two symbols. If the random variable X is lexicographic-like, then the ordinal
partition PX(d) is generating and has the Markov property for all d ∈ N.
As a direct consequence of Lemmas 3 and 4 we obtain the following.
Theorem 5. Under the assumptions of Lemma 4 for all d ∈ N it holds
hm(σ) = h
X
m,cond(σ, d).
Example 3. Figure 5 illustrates Theorem 5 for the Bernoulli shift over two
symbols with mB(C0) = 0.663, mB(C1) = 0.337. For all d = 1, 2, . . . , 9 the
empirical conditional entropy computed from an orbit of length L = 3.6 ·106
nearly coincides with the theoretical KS entropy hmB (σ). Meanwhile, the
empirical permutation entropy differs from the KS entropy significantly.
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Figure 5: Empirical conditional entropy and permutation entropy in com-
parison with the KS entropy for the Bernoulli shift over two symbols
The result established in Theorem 5 naturally extends to the class of
maps that are order-isomorphic to an ergodic Markov shift over two symbols
(the concept of order-isomorphism is introduced in [9]). An example of
a map being order-isomorphic to a Markov shift is the golden mean map
considered in Example 2. It explains the coincidence of the conditional
entropy and the KS entropy in Figure 3. Note that the logistic map for
r = 4 is isomorphic, but not order-isomorphic to an ergodic Markov shift
over two symbols [9, Subsection 3.4.1]. Therefore in the case of the logistic
map with r = 4 the conditional entropy for finite d does not coincide with
the KS entropy (see Figure 4).
Theorem 5 cannot be extended to Markov shifts over a general alphabet.
One can rigorously show that for the Bernoulli shifts over more than two
symbols, PX(d) does not have the Markov property.
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Example 4. Figure 6 represents estimated values of the empirical condi-
tional and permutation entropies for the Bernoulli shifts over three and four
symbols. Although these shifts have the same KS entropy as the shift in
Figure 5, their conditional entropies differ significantly.
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Figure 6: Empirical conditional entropy and permutation entropy in com-
parison with the KS entropy for Bernoulli shifts over three and four symbols
3.4 Periodic case
Here we relate the conditional entropy to the KS entropy in the case of
periodic dynamics. By periodic dynamical system we mean a system such
that the set of periodic points has measure 1. Though it is well known
that the KS entropy of a periodic dynamical system is equal to zero, the
permutation entropy of order d can be arbitrarily large in this case and thus
does not provide a reliable estimate for the KS entropy. In Theorem 6 we
show that the conditional entropy of a periodic dynamical system is equal
to the KS entropy starting from some finite order d, which advantages the
conditional entropy over the permutation entropy.
Theorem 6. Let (Ω,B(Ω), µ, T ) be a measure-preserving dynamical system.
Suppose that the set of periodic points of Ω with period not exceeding k ∈ N
has measure 1, then for all d ∈ N with d ≥ k it holds
hXµ,cond(T, d) = hµ(T ) = 0.
The proof is given in Subsection 6.2.
Example 5. In order to illustrate the behavior of permutation and condi-
tional entropies of periodic dynamical systems, consider the rotation maps
gα(ω) = (ω + α) mod 1 on the interval [0, 1] with the Lebesgue measure
λ. Let α be rational, then gα(ω) provides a periodic behavior and it holds
hidλ (gα) = 0. Figure 7 illustrates conditional and permutation entropies for
the rotation maps for d = 4 and d = 8 for α varying with step 0.001. For
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both values of d the conditional entropy is more close to zero than the per-
mutation entropy since periodic orbits provide various ordinal patterns, but
most of them have one and the same successor. Note that for those values of
α forcing periods shorter than d (for instance for α = 0.25 all ω ∈ [0, 1] have
period 4) it holds hidλ,cond(gα, d) = hλ(gα) = 0 as provided by Theorem 6.
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Figure 7: Conditional and permutation entropy for rotation maps for d = 4
(a) and d = 8 (b)
3.5 Relationship between permutation entropy and Kolmogorov-
Sinai entropy
We finish this section by giving several reasons for why the permutation
entropy of finite d does not provide an appropriate estimation of the KS
entropy (even if hµ(T ) = h
X
µ (T )). First, the permutation entropy of order d
converges to hXµ (T ) rather slowly [11]. Second, the permutation entropy of
order d is bounded from above, which means that for a relatively small d a
relatively large KS entropy cannot be correctly estimated. Indeed, given an
R-valued random vector X = (X1,X2, . . . ,XN ) on (Ω,B(Ω)), for all d ∈ N
it holds
hXµ (T, d) ≤
N ln((d+ 1)!)
d
. (10)
To see this recall that there are (d + 1)! different ordinal patterns of order
d. Therefore by general properties of the Shannon entropy we have
H(PX(d)) ≤ ln((d+ 1)!)N = N ln((d+ 1)!)
and inequality (10) becomes obvious.
Finally, as we have already mentioned in Subsection 3.4, the permutation
entropy of order d can be arbitrarily large for simple systems. In particular,
for any given d ∈ N one can construct a periodic dynamical system such
that the permutation entropy of order d reaches the maximal possible value
provided by inequality (10), while hXµ (T ) = hµ(T ) = 0.
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Example 6. Consider a map Tp(ω), defined as follows
Tp(ω) =

ω + 56 , 0 ≤ ω ≤ 16 ,
ω − 16 , 16 < ω ≤ 26 ,
ω + 16 ,
2
6 < ω ≤ 46 ,
ω − 36 , 46 < ω ≤ 1,
on the interval Ω = [0, 1] with the Lebesgue measure λ. All points ω ∈ Ω
are periodic with period 6, as one can easily check, therefore hλ(Tp) = 0.
However, all ordinal patterns of order d = 1, 2 occur with equal frequency
1
(d+1)! , which provides h
id
λ (Tp, d) =
1
d
ln ((d+ 1)!) for d = 1, 2 (cf. (10)).
4 Interrelationship between conditional entropy of
ordinal patterns, permutation and sorting en-
tropy
In this section we consider the relationship between the conditional en-
tropy of order d, the permutation entropy hXµ (T, d) and the sorting entropy
hXµ,△(T, d). Besides being interesting in its own right, this relationship is
used to prove Theorem 1.
Lemma 7. Let (Ω,B(Ω), µ, T ) be a measure-preserving dynamical system.
Then for all d ∈ N it holds
hXµ,cond(T, d) ≤ hXµ,△(T, d). (11)
Moreover, if for some d0 ∈ N it holds hXµ (T, d0 + 1) ≤ hXµ (T, d0), then we
get
hXµ,cond(T, d0) ≤ hXµ,△(T, d0) ≤ hXµ (T, d0). (12)
Proof. It can easily be shown (for details see [19]) that for all d ∈ N it holds
H(PX(d)2) ≤ H(PX(d+ 1)),
which implies
hXµ,cond(T, d) = H(PX(d)2)−H(PX(d)) ≤ H(PX(d+ 1))−H(PX(d))
= hXµ,△(T, d),
and the proof of (11) is complete.
If hXµ (T, d0 + 1) ≤ hXµ (T, d0) for some d0 ∈ N then we have
d0H(PX(d0 + 1)) ≤ (d0 + 1)H(PX(d0)).
Consequently, it holds
d0(H(PX(d0 + 1)) −H(PX(d0))) ≤ H(PX(d0)),
which establishes (12).
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By Lemma 7 we have that the conditional entropy under certain assump-
tion is not greater than the permutation entropy and that in the general case
the conditional entropy is not greater than the sorting entropy. Moreover,
one can show that in the strong-mixing case the conditional entropy and the
sorting entropy asymptotically approach each other. To see this recall that
the map T is said to be strong-mixing if for every A,B ∈ B(Ω) it holds
lim
n→∞
µ(T−◦nA ∩B) = µ(A)µ(B).
According to [22], if Ω is an interval in R and T is strong-mixing then it
holds
lim
d→∞
(
H(P id(d+ 1))−H(P id(d)2)
)
= 0.
Together with Lemma 7 this implies the following statement.
Corollary 8. Let (Ω,B(Ω), µ, T ) be a measure-preserving dynamical system,
where Ω is an interval in R and T is strong-mixing. Then
lim
d→∞
(
hidµ,△(T, d)− hidµ,cond(T, d)
)
= 0.
5 Conclusions
As we have discussed, the conditional entropy of ordinal patterns has rather
good properties. Our theoretical results and numerical experiments show
that in many cases the conditional entropy provides a reliable estimation
of the KS entropy. In this regard it is important to note that the condi-
tional entropy is computationally simple: it has the same computational
complexity as the permutation entropy. (The algorithm for fast computing
the conditional entropy of ordinal patterns, based on ideas presented in [23],
will be discussed elsewhere.)
Meanwhile, some questions concerning the conditional entropy of ordinal
patterns remain open. In particular, possible directions of a future work are
to find dynamical systems having one of the following properties:
1. The permutation entropy or the sorting entropy monotonically de-
crease starting from some order d0. In this case by Theorem 1, the
conditional entropy provides a better bound for the KS entropy than
the permutation entropy.
2. The ordinal partition for some order d is generating and has the
Markov property, while the system is not order-isomorphic to a Markov
shift over two symbols. In this case by statement (ii) of Lemma 3 the
conditional entropy of order d is equal to the KS entropy.
3. The ordinal partition has the Markov property for all d ≥ d0. In this
case by statement (i) of Lemma 3 the conditional entropy of order d
converges to the KS entropy as d tends to infinity.
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6 Proofs
In Subsections 6.1 and 6.2 we give proofs of Theorems 1 and 6, respectively.
In Subsection 6.4 we prove Lemma 4, to do this we use an auxiliary result
established in Subsection 6.3.
6.1 Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. For any given partition P, the difference H(Pn+1)−H(Pn) decreases
monotonically with increasing n [24, Section 4.2]. In particular, for the
ordinal partition PX(d) it holds
hµ(T,PX(d)) = lim
n→∞
(
H(PX(d)n+1)−H(PX(d)n)
) ≤ H(PX(d)2)−H(PX(d))
= hXµ,cond(T, d)
and consequently
lim
d→∞
hµ(T,PX(d)) ≤ lim
d→∞
hXµ,cond(T, d).
The last inequality together with (3) and (11) implies (i).
The statement (ii) will be proved once we prove the inequality below:
lim
d→∞
hXµ,△(T, d) ≤ lim
d→∞
hXµ (T, d). (13)
If (5) is satisfied, we get (13) immediately from Lemma 7. If (6) is satisfied,
by Cesaro’s mean theorem [24, Theorem 4.2.3] it follows that
lim
d→∞
1
d
H(PX(d)) = lim
d→∞
(
H(PX(d+ 1)) −H(PX(d))),
which is a particular case of (13), and we are done.
6.2 Proof of Theorem 6
Proof. Since the KS entropy for periodic dynamical systems is equal to zero,
it remains to show that it holds
hXµ,cond(T, d) = H(PX(d)2)−H(PX(d)) = 0. (14)
We prove this now for a one-dimensional random vector X = X, the proof
in the general case is completely resembling.
The idea of the proof is as follows. Consider periodic points with period
not exceeding k that belong to some element of ordinal partition PX(d) for
d ≥ k. We show below that all these points have the same period and,
consequently, that the images of all these points are in the same element of
the ordinal partition. This means that every ordinal pattern of order d has
a completely determined successor, which provides (14).
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By assumption there exists a set Ω0 ⊂ B(Ω) such that µ(Ω0) = 1 and for
all ω ∈ Ω0 it holds T ◦l(ω) = ω for some l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k}. Let us fix an order
d ≥ k and take ordinal patterns π, ξ ∈ Πd such that µ(Ppi ∩ T−1(Pξ)) > 0.
We aim to prove that it holds
µ(Ppi ∩ T−1(Pξ)) = µ(Ppi).
To do this, let us consider some ω1 ∈ Ω0 ∩ Ppi ∩ T−1(Pξ), hence π and ξ are
the ordinal patterns of the vectors
(X(T ◦d(ω1)),X(T
◦d−1(ω1)), . . . ,X(ω1))
and
(X(T ◦(d+1)(ω1)),X(T
◦d(ω1)), . . . ,X(T (ω1))),
respectively. Since ω1 ∈ Ω0, it is periodic with some (minimal) period
l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} such that X(ω1) = X(T ◦l(ω1)). Together with Definition 1
of an ordinal pattern, this implies π = (. . . , d, (d − l), . . .). Now it is clear
that all points ω ∈ Ω0∩Ppi have the same period. Indeed, the ordinal pattern
of any point with period l2 ≤ k such that l2 6= l is (. . . , d, (d − l2), . . .) 6= π.
Therefore for all ω ∈ Ω0∩Ppi it holds X(T ◦(d+1)(ω)) = X(T ◦(d+1−l)(ω)) and
the ordinal pattern for the vector
((X(T ◦(d+1)(ω)),X(T ◦d(ω)), . . . ,X(T (ω)))
is obtained from the ordinal pattern π in a well-defined way [10]: by deleting
the entry d, adding 1 to all remaining entries and inserting the entry 0 to
the left of the entry l. Since T (ω1) ∈ Pξ, for every other ω ∈ Ω0 ∩Ppi it also
holds T (ω) ∈ Pξ. Hence for all π, ξ ∈ Πd with µ(Ppi ∩ T−1(Pξ)) > 0 it holds
µ(Ppi ∩ T−1(Pξ)) = µ(Ω0 ∩ Ppi ∩ T−1(Pξ)) = µ(Ω0 ∩ Ppi) = µ(Ppi),
which yields (14) and we are done.
6.3 Markov property of a partition for the Markov shift
Hereafter we call the partition C = {C0, C1, . . . , Cl}, where C0, C1, . . . , Cl
are cylinders, a cylinder partition. By the definition of Markov shifts, the
cylinder partition is generating and has the Markov property.
To prove Lemma 4 we need the following result.
Lemma 9. Let (AN,BΠ(A
N),m, σ) be a Markov shift over A = {0, 1, . . . , l}.
Suppose that P = {P0, P1, . . . , Pn} is a partition of AN with the following
properties:
(i) any Pi is either a subset of some cylinder Ca (Pi ⊆ Ca) or an invariant
set with zero measure (σ−1(Pi) = Pi and m(Pi) = 0);
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(ii) for any Pi, Pj ∈ P it holds either Pi ∩ σ−1(Pj) = Ca ∩ σ−1(Pj) for
some a ∈ A or m(Pi ∩ σ−1(Pj)) = 0.
Then the partition P is generating and has the Markov property.
Let us first prove the following lemma.
Lemma 10. Suppose that the assumptions of Lemma 9 hold and that Pi, Pj
are sets from P with m(Pi ∩σ−1(Pj)) 6= 0, Pi ⊆ Ca, and Pj ⊆ Cb, where Ca
and Cb are cylinders. Then for any P ⊆ Pj , P ∈ BΠ(AN) it holds
m(Pi ∩ σ−1(P )) = m(Ca ∩ σ
−1(Cb))
m(Cb)
m(P ). (15)
Proof. Given m(P ) = 0, equality (15) holds automatically, thus assume that
m(P ) > 0. As a consequence of assumption (ii) of Lemma 9, for any P ⊆ Pj
we have
Pi ∩ σ−1(P ) = Pi ∩
(
σ−1(Pj) ∩ σ−1(P )
)
=
(
Ca ∩ σ−1(Pj)
) ∩ σ−1(P )
= Ca ∩ σ−1(P ).
Since P ⊆ Pj ⊆ Cb, for all s ∈ P the first symbol is fixed. One can also
decompose the set P into union of sets with two fixed elements:
P =
⋃
i∈I
(
Cb ∩ σ−1(Bi)
)
,
where it holds Bi ⊆ Ci for all i ∈ I ⊆ A. Then it follows
m(Pi ∩ σ−1(P )) = m(Ca ∩ σ−1(P )) = m(Ca ∩ σ−1(Cb) ∩ σ−2(
⋃
i∈I
Bi)).
Finally, since m is a Markov measure, we get
m(Ca ∩ σ−1(Cb) ∩ σ−2(
⋃
i∈I
Bi)) =
m(Ca ∩ σ−1(Cb))
m(Cb)
m(Cb ∩ σ−1(
⋃
i∈I
Bi))
=
m(Ca ∩ σ−1(Cb))
m(Cb)
m(P ).
This completes the proof.
Now we come to the proof of Lemma 9.
Proof. By assumption (i), the partition P is finer than the generating par-
tition C except for an invariant set of measure zero, hence P is generating
as well. To show that P has the Markov property let us fix some n ∈ N and
consider Pi0 , Pi1 , . . . , Pin ∈ P with
m
(
Pi0 ∩ σ−1(Pi1) ∩ . . . ∩ σ−◦n(Pin−1)
)
> 0.
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We need to show that the following equality holds:
m
(
Pi0 ∩ σ−1(Pi1) ∩ . . . ∩ σ−◦n(Pin)
)
m
(
Pi0 ∩ σ−1(Pi1) ∩ . . . ∩ σ−◦(n−1)(Pin−1)
) = m(Pin−1 ∩ σ−1(Pin))
m(Pin−1)
.
According to assumption (i), there exist a0, a1, . . . , an ∈ A with Pik ⊂ Cak
for all k = 0, 1, . . . , n. Therefore by successive application of (15) we have:
m
(
Pi0 ∩ σ−1(Pi1) ∩ . . . ∩ σ−◦n(Pin)
)
=
= m
(
Pi1 ∩ σ−1(Pi2) ∩ . . . ∩ σ−◦(n−1)(Pin)
)m(Ca0 ∩ σ−1(Ca1))
m(Ca1)
= . . .
= m(Pin−1 ∩ σ−1(Pin))
n−2∏
k=0
m
(
Cak ∩ σ−1(Cak+1)
)
m(Cak+1)
.
Analogously:
m
(
Pi0 ∩ σ−1(Pi1) ∩ . . . ∩ σ−◦(n−1)(Pin−1)
)
=
= m
(
Pi1 ∩ σ−1(Pi2) ∩ . . . ∩ σ−◦(n−2)(Pin−1)
)m(Ca0 ∩ σ−1(Ca1))
m(Ca1)
= . . .
= m(Pin−2 ∩ σ−1(Pin−1))
n−3∏
k=0
m
(
Cak ∩ σ−1(Cak+1)
)
m(Cak+1)
= m(Pin−1)
n−2∏
k=0
m
(
Cak ∩ σ−1(Cak+1)
)
m(Cak+1)
,
and we are done.
Corollary 11. Let P = {P0, P1, . . . , Pn} and P˜ = {P \O | P ∈ P} ∪ {O},
where m(O) = 0 and σ−1(O) = O, be partitions of AN. If P˜ satisfies the
assumptions of Lemma 9, then P is generating and has the Markov property.
6.4 Proof of Lemma 4
Now we show that for ergodic Markov shift over two symbols the ordinal
partitions are generating and have the Markov property. The idea of the
proof is to construct for an ordinal partition PX(d) a partition P˜X(d) as in
Corollary 11 and show that P˜X (d) satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 9.
Then the partition PX(d) is generating and has the Markov property by
Corollary 11.
The proof is divided into a sequence of three lemmas. First, Lemma 12
relates the partition PX(1) with the cylinder partition C. Then we construct
the partition P˜X(d) and show in Lemma 13 that it satisfies assumption (i)
of Lemma 9. Finally, in Lemma 14 we prove that P˜X(d) satisfies assumption
(ii) of Lemma 9.
Given 0 = (0, 0, . . . , 0, . . .), 1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1, . . .), the following holds.
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Lemma 12. Let P(0,1), P(1,0) ∈ PX(1) be elements of the ordinal partition
corresponding to the increasing and decreasing ordinal pattern of order d = 1,
respectively:
P(0,1) = {s ∈ {0, 1}N | X(s) < X(σs)}, P(1,0) = {s ∈ {0, 1}N | X(s) ≥ X(σs)},
where X is lexicographic-like. Then it holds
P(0,1) = C0 \ {0}
and
P(1,0) = C1 ∪ {0}.
Proof. We show first that for all s ∈ C0\{0} it holds X(s) < X(σs). Indeed,
assume s = (s0, s1, . . .) ∈ C0 \ {0}. Then for the smallest k ∈ N with sk = 1
it holds sj = (σs)j for j = 0, . . . , k − 1 and sk−1 < (σs)k−1 = sk, that is
s ≺ σs. Since X is lexicographic-like, this implies X(s) < X(σs).
By the same reason for all s ∈ C1 \ {1} it holds X(s) > X(σs). Finally,
as one can easily see, s ∈ {0} ∪ {1} implies X(s) = X(σs). According to
Definition 1 of an ordinal pattern, in this case s ∈ P(1,0) and we are done.
In order to apply Corollary 11, consider the set
O =
∞⋃
n=0
σ−◦n({0}).
By Definition 5 of a Markov shift m(C0),m(C1) > 0, hence no fixed point
has full measure. Together with the assumption of ergodicity of the shift,
this implies that the measure of a fixed point is zero, thus m(O) = 0. As is
easy to check, σ−1(O) = O. Therefore, to prove that the partition PX(d)
is generating and has the Markov property, it is sufficient to show that the
partition
P˜X(d) = {P \O | P ∈ PX(d)} ∪ {O} (16)
satisfies the assumptions of Lemma 9.
Lemma 13. Let d ∈ N and P˜X(d) be the partition defined by (16) for an
ergodic Markov shift over two symbols. For every P ∈ P˜X(d) \ {O} it holds
P ⊂ Ca0a1...ad−1 ,
where Ca0a1...ad−1 is a cylinder set.
Proof. Consider the partition consisting of cylinder sets:
Cd = {Ca0a1...ad−1 | a0, a1, . . . , ad−1 ∈ {0, 1}},
for d ∈ N. According to Lemma 12, PX(1) coincides with the partition C =
{C0, C1} except for the only point 0, consequently for all d ∈ N, partition
PX(1)d coincides with Cd except for the points from the set σ−◦(d−1)({0}) ⊂
O. Since P˜X(d) \ {O} is finer than PX(1)d, we are done.
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Lemma 14. Let d ∈ N and P˜X(d) be the partition defined by (16) for an
ergodic Markov shift over two symbols. Given Pi, Pj ∈ P˜X(d) with Pi ⊂ Ca0
for a0 ∈ {0, 1}, it holds either
Pi ∩ σ−1(Pj) = Ca0 ∩ σ−1(Pj)
or
m(Pi ∩ σ−1(Pj)) = 0.
Proof. Fix some d ∈ N and let Pi, Pj ∈ P˜X(d). If Pi = O or Pj = O, then it
follows immediately that m(Pi∩σ−1(Pj)) = 0; thus we put Pi 6= O, Pj 6= O.
Further, let us define the set P as follows
P = Ca0 ∩ σ−1(Pj) = {s = (s0, s1, . . .) | s0 = a0, (s1, s2, . . .) ∈ Pj}.
It is sufficient to prove that it holds either P ⊂ Pi or P∩Pi = ∅. To do this we
show that the ordering of
(
X(s),X(σs), . . . ,X(σ◦ds)
)
is the same for all s ∈
P . Since (s1, s2, . . .) ∈ Pj , the ordering of
(
X(σs),X(σ◦2s), . . . ,X(σ◦ds)
)
is
the same for all s ∈ P . It remains to show that the relation between X(s)
and X(σ◦(k)s) for k = 1, 2, . . . , d is the same for all s ∈ P .
Note that the order relations between X(σs) and X(σ◦(k+1)s) for k =
1, 2, . . . , d is given by the fact that σs = (s1, s2, . . .) ∈ Pj . Next, by
Lemma 13 for every Pj there exists a cylinder set Ca1a2...ad , such that if
(s1, s2, . . .) ∈ Pj then sk = ak for k = 1, 2, . . . , d. Now it remains to consider
two cases:
Assume first that s0 = a0 = 0 and consider k = 1, 2, . . . , d. If sk = 1
then X(s) < X(σ◦ks). Further, if sk = 0, then X(σs) < X(σ
◦(k+1)s) implies
X(s) < X(σ◦ks), and X(σs) ≥ X(σ◦(k+1)s) implies X(s) ≥ X(σ◦ks).
Analogously, assume that s0 = a0 = 1 and consider k = 1, 2, . . . , d. If
sk = 0 then X(s) ≥ X(σ◦ks). If sk = 1, then X(σs) < X(σ◦(k+1)s) implies
X(s) < X(σ◦ks), and X(σs) ≥ X(σ◦(k+1)s) implies X(s) ≥ X(σ◦ks).
Therefore all s ∈ P are in the same set of the ordinal partition, and
consequently it holds either P ⊂ Pi or P∩Pi = ∅. This finishes the proof.
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